
Victor Hess in a hot air balloon
7 August, 1912
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• 1900: C. T. R. Wilson: atmospheric ionization (terrestrial?)

• 1912: Victor Hess: altitude dependence of ionization (gamma rays?)

Hess: “The
results… appear
most likely
explainable by the
assumption that a
radiation of very
high penetration
power enters our
atmosphere from
above.”

Discovery of Höhenstrahlung (aka cosmic rays)

Chart adapted from C. Dermer
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“The results of the present 
observations seem to be 
most readily explained by 
assuming that radiation of 
very high penetrating 
power enters the 
atmosphere from above 
and can still produce a part 
of the ionization observed 
in closed vessels at the 
lowest altitudes.”

V. Hess, 2012
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They must be corpuscular!
Already in 1927, Dmitri Skobeltsyn in the Soviet
Union had obtained a cloud-chamber photo that
showed a  cosmic-ray track. The following year saw
a breakthrough in cosmic-ray research: the advent
of the Geiger–Müller counter, a gas-filled ioniza-
tion- detector tube developed by Hans Geiger and
Walther Müller. Individual charged particles could
now be registered. In 1929 Kolhörster and Walther
Bothe placed two GM tubes one above the other and
registered coincidences.7 Interposing a 4-cm thick-
ness of gold between the tubes reduced the coinci-
dence rate only slightly, proving that cosmic rays
contain charged particles of much higher energy
than the Compton electrons that would be pro-
duced by gamma rays.

The development of the electronic coincidence
circuit in 1930 by Bruno Rossi greatly improved the
resolution of coincidence timing.  Rossi found in
1932 that 60% of the cosmic rays that traversed
25 cm of lead could also traverse a full meter of lead.
Clearly, the cosmic-ray flux contained not only a soft
component easily absorbed in a few millimeters of
lead but also a hard component of charged particles
with energies above 1 GeV! 

Earth’s magnetic field would bend incident
charged particles so that if they were negative, more
would come from the east than from the west, and
vice versa. In 1930 Rossi suggested a way to meas-
ure that effect with GM tubes.8 In effect, one could
build cosmic-ray telescopes with such tubes. In 1933
he and others demonstrated an east–west effect that
showed most cosmic rays to be positive. The follow-
ing years saw a lot of new experimental data on the
east–west and latitude effects. 

Given that the particles incident on the atmos-
phere have positive charge, one had to ask whether
they are protons, nuclei, or perhaps even the re-
cently discovered positrons. The answer came from
a balloon flight with GM tubes and lead absorbers
in 1940 by Marcel Schein and collaborators at the
University of Chicago.9 At an altitude of 20 km,
where primary cosmic rays—those originating out-
side the atmosphere—dominate, Schein found that
the high-energy particles passed through lead ab-
sorbers without generating the showers of low-
 energy electrons one would expect from a high-
 energy electron or positron. So the incident flux of
primary cosmic rays was shown to be dominated by
protons. 

New particles: 1932–53
Wilson’s cloud chamber, first demonstrated in 1911
but much improved over the next two decades,
made it possible to record tracks of individual
charged particles in the showers of secondaries ini-
tiated by cosmic-ray primaries. Two principal im-
provements made it so useful by the 1930s: trigger-
ing its sensitivity cycle to coincide with the passage
of charged particles, and placing the chamber in a
magnetic field to measure particle charges and mo-
menta. The cloud chamber’s role in the exploration
of the particle world started in 1932 when Carl An-
derson at Caltech discovered the positron, presum-
ably from a cosmic-ray shower,  by means of a cloud

chamber in a magnetic field10 (see figure 4). For that
first glimpse into the world of antimatter, Anderson
shared the 1936 Nobel Prize with Hess.

Also in 1936 Anderson and his student Seth
Neddermeyer made another monumental discov-
ery with a cloud chamber, this time with a 1-cm-
thick platinum plate inserted to manifest energy
loss.11 The setup revealed a new type of charged par-
ticle that suffered much less energy loss in the plate
than an electron would. They estimated its mass as
intermediate between those of the electron and the
proton. A few years earlier, Hideki Yukawa had pos-
tulated the existence of a new particle in that mass
regime to mediate the strong interaction in nuclei.
Its predicted mass, of order 100 MeV, was related to
the short range of the nuclear force. Hearing of the
new discovery, Yukawa thought it corresponded to
his prediction. But the particle’s lifetime, about 2 µs,
was a hundred times too long for the strongly inter-
acting Yukawa particle. Also, traversing meter-thick
lead blocks, it showed far too weak an interaction
with matter. The new particle was not Yukawa’s
meson, but rather the muon, a weakly interacting
charged lepton much like the electron—only more
than 200 times heavier.

Toward the end of World War II, the nuclear-
emulsion technique, using stacked plates of photo-
graphic emulsion, reached a high degree of sensitiv-
ity. Many results of fundamental importance were
then obtained by exposing such stacks to cosmic-ray
showers at high altitudes. In 1947, emulsion stacks
exposed at 5.5 km in the Bolivian Andes by Cecil
Powell and coworkers finally revealed the Yukawa
meson—which we now call the pion. What the
emulsions actually recorded were 11 cases of a pos-
itively charged pion decaying into a muon plus an
invisible neutrino.12 If the pion comes to rest before
it decays, the two-body decay produces a telltale
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Figure 3. The rate of atmospheric ionization as a function of altitude,
as measured (a) by Victor Hess on 7 August 1912, and (b) by Werner
Kolhörster in 1913. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
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Figure 3. The rate of atmospheric ionization as a function of altitude,
as measured (a) by Victor Hess on 7 August 1912, and (b) by Werner
Kolhörster in 1913. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
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W. Kolhörster,
2013 & 2014Electromagnetic radiation??

Discovery of Höhenstrahlung
radiation at heights, high altitude radiation
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Polyester and polyethelene balloons
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Right after WWII

Otto Winzen, manufacturing in Minneapolis

Consultations with people at the Univ. of Minnesota of 
physics of heat transfer, balloon shapes, etc.
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Photo, 1947, of a 
Winzen balloon at 
float 98,000 feet

Balloon volume 30 
million cubic feet

Photographed 
through a large 
telescope
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wind



I head for Graduate School
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Stanford University, ‘61 

Recession, no jobs
Decide to go to graduate school

Ed Nye
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Cosmic ray nuclear abundances

Cosmic
Rays

Solar 
system 
material

Freier, Ney, Oppenheimer: 1948, discovered heavy nuclei in cosmic rays



My Professor’s plan
• Measure the cosmic ray composition and spectra as 

a function of latitude at high altitudes on balloons.
• Balloons developed in Minneapolis by people at the 

physics dept. and local companies, Winzen & Raven.
– Polyethelene resin
– Not affected by uv light
– 0.0001 inches thick (half as thick as my thinnest hair)

• Small balloons were to be launched from 
Minneapolis, Devil’s Lake, ND, Fayetteville, AK, and 
in Lake Country in northern MN, north of Hibbing
– Latter payload was lost in a thunderstorm; never found.

• Project Skyhook flights from Ft. Churchill, Manitoba
• Then Tucuman, Argentina & Queensland, Australia
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My plan: Join Cosmic Rays and See the World
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Dissertation hardware
The two “goose” experiment
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Univ. of Minnesota balloons launched 
with small A-frame launcher

• Balloons 300,000-600,000 cubic ft in volume.
• Balloons went up to about 110-120,000 ft

– 3x height of typical commercial airline flight
• Sometimes the balloon would stall

– Entering the troposphere.
– Carried iron ballast to drop, reducing the load and giving it a 

“push” upward.
– Small beads of iron or lead

• Payloads of up to 1000 lbs of detector, electronics 
and batteries and ballast.
– Balloons typically weight 3-4 times the payload
– Depends on the altitude to be achieved.
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Box of rocks 
weighing the 
same as the 
“force of lift”. 

To payload

To sky
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To payload

To sky

A-frame launcher held down by sandbags

Latch holds 
down launch 
spool

Launch spool

Balloon is no 
longer 
constrained 
and rises.
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Helium, sometimes hydrogen, gas comes in pressurized cylinders.
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300,000 ft3 balloon
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Cover boy: the only cover I ever made
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Minnesota Technolog circa 1966
About 100,000 cosmic ray 
muons will pass through 
you each hour.  

– Fortunately, muons are 
“weakly interacting 
particles” and leave only 
an ion trail in their wake.

– They do not interact with 
your nuclei, leaving your 
basic chemistry un-
affected.

– They do cause a  
background in CCD 
camera arrays!


